Goniometric techniques traditionally quantify two parameters, the advancing and receding contact angles, that are useful for characterizing the wetting properties of a solid surface; however, dynamic tensiometry, which measures changes in the net force on a surface during the repeated immersion and emersion of a solid into a probe liquid, can provide further insight into the wetting properties of a surface. We detail a framework for analyzing tensiometric results that 2 allows for the determination of wetting hysteresis, wetting state transitions and characteristic topographical length scales on textured, nonwetting surfaces, in addition to the more traditional measurement of apparent advancing and receding contact angles. Fluorodecyl POSS, a lowsurface-energy material, was blended with commercially available poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and then dip-or spray-coated onto glass substrates. These surfaces were probed with a variety of liquids to illustrate the effects of probe liquid surface tension, solid surface chemistry, and surface texture on the apparent contact angles and wetting hysteresis of nonwetting surfaces.
Introduction
Extremely nonwetting surfaces have attracted great interest for their potential in many commercial and industrial applications, such as self-cleaning, [1] [2] [3] [4] drag reduction, 5, 6 and oil-water separation. [7] [8] [9] To facilitate the design of nonwetting surfaces, which have apparent advancing contact angles 
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Several studies have been carried out to compare the accuracy and precision of various tensiometric and goniometric methods, 13, 14 but no universally accepted best method has emerged for measuring liquid contact angles. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] In this work, we explore a framework for analyzing tensiometric results and investigate the utility of dynamic tensiometry as a means to probe wetting state transitions, wetting hysteresis and the role of different topographical length scales on nonwetting surfaces.
Typically a range of contact angle values is observed for a given probe liquid on a smooth solid surface, bounded by the advancing ( adv  ) and receding ( rec  ) contact angles. 14, 21, 22 The difference between these bounds is the contact angle hysteresis ( Droplets of probe liquid that sit on the surface in the Wenzel state pin more readily than those in the Cassie-Baxter state, resulting in increased surface adhesion and consequently increased contact angle hysteresis. 1 The conditions controlling the transition between the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel states depend on both the surface chemistry and the length scale of the surface texture. 2, 3 It is now widely recognized 35, 36 that properly applying a smaller length scale of texture on top of a larger textural structure (creating hierarchical textural elements) 37 leads to the formation of more robust nonwetting states. This is illustrated in Figure 1 with a steel mesh that has been spray-coated with a low surface energy coating 38 to create a two-length scale structure, which has then been immersed in water. The plastron is clearly visible as a silvery film. The increase in hydrostatic pressure with immersion depth causes a wetting transition on the larger length scale of the mesh, while a finer scale 'micro-plastron' remains on the individual wires of the mesh and is stabilized by contact line pinning on the finer-scale sprayed structure. Similar transitions between microand nano-Cassie-Baxter states have been documented on other hierarchically-textured surfaces.
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Probing and quantifying such transitions through a single measurement of an integrated quantity, such as an apparent contact angle ( 
Stability of wetting states
A free energy analysis of a liquid drop on a solid surface shows that there is a critical equilibrium contact angle for a given solid-liquid system below (above) which liquid drops are in a thermodynamically stable Wenzel (Cassie-Baxter) state. 1, 8, [40] [41] [42] However, metastable CassieBaxter drops can also be observed for contact angles less than the critical value. 1, 28, 29 Perturbations to metastable Cassie-Baxter interfaces, such as externally imposed vibrations or pressure perturbations, can force an irreversible transition to the Wenzel regime. Figure 1a ) the robustness parameter is given by the following expression:
where R is the radius of the cylindrical features, D is half the intercylinder spacing,  is the three-phase contact angle and
is the dimensionless spacing ratio of the texture. 
when immersed in a vessel of liquid with density l  ). As the value of the robustness parameter passes through unity the composite interface is disrupted and spontaneous imbibition of the probe liquid into the texture is expected. The simple 1-D cylindrical model for * A given above in equation (1) has been shown to be effective in understanding the pressure difference required to disrupt a metastable CassieBaxter interface on woven, wire meshes, 44 and these structures are used in the present work as a canonical example of a hierarchical, textured surface being immersed in a liquid.
Solution spraying 38 of woven, wire meshes produces extremely nonwetting surfaces with two well-defined and distinct textural length scales. The hierarchical texture allows structured surfaces to exhibit liquid repellency even when moderately wettable surface chemistries are employed. 32, 37, 45, 46 We use such surfaces to enable systematic investigation of wetting transitions on multiple length scales. Previously, wetting state transitions have been studied on dip-coated, woven meshes using goniometric techniques by systematically varying the mesh spacing and the probe liquid surface tension; 7, 42, 44, 47 however, dynamic tensiometry permits the controlled imposition of a wetting state transition for a given mesh/liquid combination through an immersion and subsequent emersion cycle.
Dynamic tensiometry of nonwetting surfaces
In a Wilhelmy plate tensiometer, a solid sample is suspended from a sensitive micro-balance and a container of probe liquid is raised and lowered at a constant velocity around the sample while the axial force,   F t , acting on the sample and the sample position,  
x t , relative to the free surface datum are measured. A comprehensive analysis for the full immersion and emersion of a nonwetting and wetting plate in a low viscosity fluid is given by Chappuis and Georges. 48 A schematic representing a partially immersed plate with a nonwetting surface is shown in Figure   2 . In general, three forces are at play in the tensiometer system: interfacial, viscous, and buoyant. The instantaneous contact angle,
, can be determined from the shape of the meniscus in contact with the vertically aligned solid and is given by (full derivation provided in the Supporting Information):
The meniscus curvature increases until the instantaneous contact angle,
, increases to the value of the advancing contact angle, * adv  , at which point the interface depins from the advancing edge, and a steady advancing state is subsequently observed with a constant value of meniscus deflection, adv x ( Figure 2 ). The submerged depth at which the contact line depins and begins to advance is given by rearrangement of equation (3):
The slope of the tensiometric force trace at this point is obtained by evaluating the derivative of the force, given in equation (2) The advancing and receding contact angles for a flat, nonwetting substrate can thus be extracted by fitting the steady advancing and receding force balances to the linear portions of the immersion (segment BC) and emersion (segment DE) force traces, respectively. However, for textured surfaces where the wetted perimeter is not known, equation (4) can be used to determine the apparent advancing contact angle and concomitantly provide an estimate of the wetted perimeter (i.e., the length of the three-phase contact line) upon rescaling of the linear advancing force data. Dynamic tensiometry also allows for the clear visualization of wetting hysteresis (shaded region in Figure 3 ). This quantity can be defined as the area enclosed by the tensiometry curves and evaluated as follows:
where ˆ( ) However, equation (6) can be applied much more generally; specifically, if wetting/dewetting transitions take place at different immersion depths, this will result in measurable changes to the slope of the force-displacement curves as well as changes in the hysteresis of the dynamic wetting process. Tensiometry thus provides a powerful way of probing Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel transitions on textured and patterned surfaces.
Materials and Methods

Materials
The probe liquids used for the wetting/dewetting studies were glycerol (≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich), hexadecane (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and heptane (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), which were used as received. Deionized water (18.2 MΩ·cm) was purified using a Millipore Milli-Q Academic A10 
Sample Preparation
Cleaned glass microscope slides and stainless steel woven meshes were used as substrates for the spray-and dip-coating processes. To produce the dip-coated samples, the substrates were ) dissolved in Asahiklin AK-225 with 50 mg/ml total dissolved solids.
Surface Characterization
Static contact angle measurements were performed using a ramé-hart Model 590 goniometer.
Advancing and receding contact angles were measured optically using the circular-segment- 
Results and Discussion
Effects of chemistry and roughness on hysteresis
Surface chemistry and texture play critical and complementary roles in designing robustly nonwetting surfaces. To demonstrate this, we use dip-and spray-coating techniques to systematically control how we impart a low solid-phase surface energy and surface texture to standard glass microscope slides. Two flat surfaces with differing surface chemistries and two chemically-equivalent surfaces (one with a controlled surface texture and one nominally flat surface) were fabricated.
To examine the effects of texture, solutions of 50/50 (by weight) PMMA/POSS solution were either dip-or spray-coated onto glass slide substrates to produce flat and textured surfaces, respectively, with the same low-energy surface chemistry. The tensiometric force traces are compared in Figure 4A and B. The differing slopes of the immersion and emersion lines in Figure 4A angle significantly (i.e., the value of the measured force F becomes increasingly negative).
When the force curve is linearly extrapolated back to the ordinate axis (ˆ0 x  ), the value of the intercept, denoted 0 F , is directly related to the apparent contact angle. The contact angle hysteresis on this spray-coated surface also becomes immeasurably small resulting in a super nonwetting surface ( Figure 4B ). both the immersion and emersion data shown in Figure 4B lead to an intercept at ˆ0 x  of ˆ1 .02 F   , which is unphysical because it corresponds to cos 1    . This result suggests that the true value of the wetted perimeter is larger than the nominal macroscopic value; a situation that arises because the three-phase contact line conforms on microscopic length scales to the tortuous corpuscular texture produced by solution spraying (Inset Figure 4B) . To determine the true wetted perimeter, the advancing contact angle can, in principle, be calculated from the position at which the contact line depins (point B in Figure 3 ). For the experimental force trace shown in Figure 4B identifying a single point at which the contact line depins is unclear, because the depinning is a distributed event in real systems. However, the average position at which the contact line depins can be unambiguously defined as the point of intersection between the force trace during the initial meniscus formation (segment AB in Figure 2 ) and the straight line that describes the steady advancing portion of the force trace (segment BC). Equation (4) can then be used to determine the apparent advancing contact angle. For the spray-coated slide in Figure 4B this analysis yields an advancing water contact angle of The additional force traces III and IV presented in Figure 5 for the low-energy, spray-coated surfaces highlight the effects of liquid surface tension on surface wettability and hysteresis. The increase in contact angle hysteresis (summarized in Table 1 . At this instant, the meniscus is located at a position relative to the leading edge of 3.9 mm x  but is now receding over a textured surface that has already been immersed deeply into the fluid.
The integrated effect of these immersion/emersion cycles can be represented by calculating the hysteresis (H ) for these surfaces using equation (6) . Both the superhydrophilic, bare glass (with extremely low water contact angle) and the extremely nonwetting, highly textured surface exhibit essentially no hysteresis in water (Systems I and III in Table 1 and Figure 5 ). By contrast, when liquids with intermediate values of surface tension are used to probe the solid surfaces, significant hysteresis is apparent. For textured surfaces, imbibition of the probe liquid (e.g., in system IV) can lead to a dependence of the instantaneous wetting hysteresis on immersion depth.
Effects of multiple textural length scales
To demonstrate the changes in wetting hysteresis that can be induced by adding an additional textural length, we use a commercially available stainless steel mesh (wire radius R = 254 μm, weave half-spacing D = 457 μm) as the substrate for the spray-coating process. We use the resulting two-length scale structure to investigate the stability of the Cassie-Baxter state and the collapse of the macro-plastron film shown in Figure 1 . The Cassie-Baxter regime established when the meniscus advances over the surface is often metastable and as a result can be forced to transition irreversibly to the Wenzel regime under an external pressure perturbation.
1 Dynamic tensiometry allows for the systematic investigation of this transition, since the hydrostatic pressure in the system increases with the immersion depth. However, the challenge faced in deconvoluting the information contained in the measured force trace is that it contains two distinct contributions: a buoyancy term that depends on the volume of liquid that is displaced by the immersed sample, and a capillary force associated with the present location of the contact line as it advances over a dry nonwetted surface, or recedes over a surface that has been previously immersed to a user-specified, maximum depth. Prior to reaching the breakthrough depth (ˆb x ), the observed tensiometric force is described by equation (2) 
Hysteresis in the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel Regimes
Six spray-coated woven meshes (with geometric properties summarized in Table 2 ) were used to investigate the effect of mesh spacing on the hysteresis and breakthrough depth of a two-length scale textured surface. As the spacing of the mesh increases, the robustness ( This same trend (Table 2) is observed using a single probe liquid in our dynamic tensiometry experiments presented in Figure 7 . The breakthrough event is triggered by steadily increasing the applied pressure difference p  (or, equivalently, the immersion depth
) acting on the plastron as opposed to progressively reducing the liquid surface tension of different sessile drops that are sequentially placed on the textured surface. Table 2 . 
Quantifying topographical length scales with tensiometry
The stainless steel woven meshes also offer a model periodic texture for investigating characteristic geometric length scales by tensiometry. The force data shown in Figure 7 exhibit regular periodicity in both the immersion and emersion force traces as a result of the liquid meniscus traversing the individual horizontal wires of the spray-coated mesh. To quantify the frequency of these oscillations the measured force data was first detrended (i.e., the effective slope resulting from the buoyancy term in equation (2) was first removed from the data) and a discrete Fourier transform was then used to evaluate the corresponding power spectrum of the fluctuating force signal. The frequency distribution, in conjunction with the experimentallyimposed velocity ( 0.2 mm/s U  ), enables the calculation of the texture periodicity from the primary harmonic of the spectrum. Advancing and receding power spectra gave virtually identical values for the period of the mesh texture ( Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) and agreed well with the manufacturer-specified periodicity for the meshes. The high reproducibility of the measurements (shown in Figure 7 ) across immersion and emersion force traces, and in repeated cycling demonstrates the ability of dynamic wetting measurements to quantify the characteristic geometric length scales of periodic textures without the need for potentially-destructive microscopic techniques. The resolution of the surface features that can be investigated is limited primarily by the spatial resolution of the displacement stage of the tensiometer, which is less than 1 μm for modern systems.
Conclusions
In this work we have demonstrated the utility of dynamic tensiometry for determining wetting 
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